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RxiSn) = X £ iX -k) Uk The multiplication of equation (3) A matrix {an,k+dn-k} defines a mercerian transform for the limit zero, i.e. number. It is obvious that (2) is satisfied with a = r(r + l). The sequence {dn } = {d^} is defined in this case by
(see equation (3)). This sequence satisfies the condition (4) Consequently we obtain the following result:
Let r>0 be a real number. Then CT(sn) and Rr(sn) are equiconvergent if and only if the sequence {sn} is Cesaro summable of order r to zero, i.e., R. P. Agnew [7] and G. M. Ortner [8] ), who have given sufficient conditions for the equiconvergence of two transformations among CriSn), R-liSn) and RriSn)-
